Bertie: Albert Edward, Prince of Wales
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Queen Victoria's eldest son, Albert Edward, Prince of Wales... News Photo First of a two-part biographical novel about Queen Victoria's eldest son & heir apparent, Prince Edward known as Bertie to family members. This novel begins...?
who took Paris by storm Express. Edward Albert Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, Prince of Wales, Duke of Rothesay, Duke. Windsor on 25 January 1842, he was known as Bertie throughout his life. Albert Edward and Alexandra, Prince and Princess of Wales Heirs. 14 Sep 2012. Bernard Porter on a philandering prince who made the monarchy In 1857 the 16-year-old Albert Edward, Queen Victoria's first son and so Edward VII of the United Kingdom - McGill CS Those who allege that Albert Edward, Bertie, the Prince of Wales was a Ripper suspect, appear to be confusing him with his son Albert Victor, who was a Ripper. BERTIE, Albert Edward, Prince of Wales: A Novel - Amazon.com 30 Aug 2018. Also Known As: Bertie, Wettin, Ernestiner, Uncle of Europe Albert Edward Saxe-Coburg Gotha VII in FamilySearch Family Tree. apparent and held the title of Prince of Wales for longer than any of his predecessors.